DEBUTING
**FALL 2012**

On-line Basic French

Specifically Designed for Deaf/Hard of Hearing Language Learners!

The Dept. of Foreign Languages, Literatures and Cultures is pleased to announce an on-line Basic French class.

The course, which debuts this coming fall, is open to current college or high school students, alumni, Washington, DC consortium students, deaf students at mainstream institutions, and adults.

Based on a specially adapted version of the widely used “French in Action” television series pioneered at Yale University, it has numerous enhancements to ensure accessibility and progressive literacy acquisition by Deaf/HOH learners.

A strong internet connection, a reliable computer or iPad, and the desire to progress rapidly while having fun are the only prerequisites.

Available for four (4) Professional Studies ($920) or undergraduate ($2322) credits through Gallaudet University.*

A sampler of the course, along with student testimonials is available at: [http://quicktime.gallaudet.edu/forlangweb/collage.mov](http://quicktime.gallaudet.edu/forlangweb/collage.mov)

[NOTE: Quicktime must be installed on your computer, either Mac or PC, to properly view this link.]

Any questions: contact mark.weinberg@gallaudet.edu

*Tuition surcharge applies to international students.